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“Bitcoin is a remarkable cryptographic achievement. 

The ability to create something that is not duplicable in 
the digital world has enormous value.”

-Eric Schmidt
Ex-CEO, Google Inc.
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MOTIVATION
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The rise of Cryptocurrency
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Cryptocurrency has already become a huge phenomenon. Within a span of few

months, Bitcoin has grown from being a fringe investment to a global sensation.

It is now becoming clear that the impact this technology will have on the history

of humankind will be as big as the impact of inventions like the computer and the

internet.



Cryptocurrency Trading 
Going Mainstream
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As cryptocurrencies gained more popularity, cryptocurrency trading has also risen

in popularity. Today, many cryptocurrency exchanges across the globe are adding

over 200,000 new users every single day. Quite recently, due to sudden surge in

popularity, many exchanges had to stop taking new user registrations, a rare

occurrence in any line of business.

The global cryptocurrency trade volume has already surpassed 50 billion dollars

per day mark recently.



The Arrival of The Institutional Investors
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Cryptocurrency trading by financial firms is set to increase manifold in 2018,

according to a new Thomson Reuters survey, with approximately 20 percent

indicating they are considering trading cryptocurrency over the next 3-12 months.

The survey was conducted among more than 400 clients across all of Thomson

Reuters trading solutions, including Eikon and REDI, as well as its FX platforms.

This is a great news for the entire cryptocurrency ecosystem.

With the arrival of the institutional investors, the cryptocurrency trade volume is

set to soar much, much higher



The problem | The Gap
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New markets, Old methods

9

The biggest problem today with most crypto trading entities both individual and

institutional is trying to re-use strategy from stock markets in crypto markets

Though this approach may work on-and-off, it's far from perfect.

We strongly believe that using applying stock market strategy to crypto markets

is NOT the best way forward.

That's because stock markets are fundamentally different from crypto markets in

many ways



Fundamental differences between 
stocks and cryptocurrency markets
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• Stake ownership in Stock Markets vs. Coin Ownership in Crypto Markets

• Much higher volatility of Crypto markets = Higher Profit Potential but 

necessitates different strategy

• Asset Supply: Fixed (for most part) in crypto vs. Variable in stocks

• Differences in terms of trade fluidity

• Differences in trade fee and commissions (This can have a huge impact on 

strategy especially on zero fee exchanges in crypto)



New markets need new methods
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Studying the current crypto trading landscape makes it clear that there is a

definite void here.

Very few, if any companies are focusing on building tools and strategy that's

tailor-made for crypto trading

The need of the hour is to identify the subtle differences that make crypto

trading unique and carve out tools that address this uniqueness

The need is a platform that takes advantage of these differences rather than

being defeated by them



The solution
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Introducing CrowdIF

13

What if there was a way to predict, with great accuracy, the direction of crypto

price movements for the coming few days and weeks?

What would it take to build a platform like that?

It would take identifying the very fundamentals that make the crypto markets

move.

Upon careful study, it becomes amply clear that unlike stock market, investor

sentiment plays a very big role in deciding the direction of the price movement

for any cryptocurrency.
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Introducing CrowdIF

A company's stock value is directly linked to the company's overall valuation,

which in turn is a function of company fundamentals and the company's

performance & products.

For cryptocurrencies however, it's important to understand that the price of a

particular coin is not directly linked to the valuation of the company behind it.

Whereas stock markets rely more on company's performance, the crypto market

is driven primarily by public sentiment.

Therefore, we decided to tap into the very foundation of cryptocurrency price

movement – The Market Sentiment.



What is CrowdIF
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CrowdIF is a first-of-its-kind crypto trading platform which is capable of

objectively gathering something as abstract as market sentiment and quantify it.

We call this quantified market sentiment - The SentimentScoreTM. This is our

secret rocket fuel.

CrowdIF then includes the distilled SentimentScoreTM in its trading strategy and

takes advantage of this in a major way.

Capitalizing upon SentimentScoreTM gives CrowdIF a superpower and allows it to

consistently outperform market with better results than using the conventional

techniques.



What is Sentiment Analysis?
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As per Wikipedia, "Sentiment Analysis (sometimes known as opinion mining or

emotion AI) refers to the use of natural language processing, text analysis,

computational linguistics, and biometrics to systematically identify, extract,

quantify, and study affective states and subjective information."

In simpler words, sentiment analysis is the process of objectively quantifying

something as abstract as human emotions, sentiments and attitude and making

sense out of written and spoken language.
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What is Sentiment Analysis?
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Till a few years ago, it was considered impossible for the machines to be able to

understand something as abstract and complex as human language and make any

sense out of it. However, with some recent advances in technology and the

advent of techniques like Natural Language Processing, it is now becoming

possible to perform sentiment analysis with higher and higher accuracy.

According to Google Trends, the word “sentiment analysis”•has been gaining

steady traction over the past 5 years.
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Sentiment Analysis at Scale
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The magic happens when Sentiment Analysis is done at scale.

Performing sentiment analysis on the huge amount of data available over the

internet and various other sources gives us the access to a very valuable resource

- The Overall Market Sentiment.

In recent times, as more and more technology becomes available, this technique

has been successfully implemented with great results in areas like Voice of the

Customer, Customer feedback, brand perception, marketing etc.
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Using Sentiment Analysis for Trading
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The idea of using Sentiment Analysis for trading has been explored in many books like these:
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Using Sentiment Analysis for Trading
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Using Sentiment Analysis for Trading
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However, until recently, the technology required to perform Sentiment Analysis

at scale and use it for trading was simply not available.

With recent advances in Big Data Analytics, Data Science and Artificial

Intelligence, it is now becoming possible to harness the power of Sentiment

Analysis and apply it to trading profitably.

CrowdIF is at the forefront of this technological revolution and a pioneer in using

Sentiment Analysis for trading.



How CrowdIF uses Sentiment Analysis
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CrowdIF Algorithm use this very technique of Sentiment Analysis to calculate our

proprietary SentimentScoreTM.

SentimentScoreTM forms a big part of CrowdIF's trading strategy, besides other

conventional techniques like Technical Analysis. It gives CrowdIF a huge

advantage and allows it to outperform the markets with consistency.

CorwdIF's unique strength lies in the fact that instead of trading based just upon

conventional technical analysis, which is devoid of realtime market sentiment,

crowdIF harnesses something called the Collective Intelligence of the Crowd to

gain a definitive edge over the markets.



Collective Intelligence of the Crowd
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Collective Intelligence of the Crowd or the 'Wisdom of the Crowd' has been an

area of study since early 1900s.

Collective intelligence is group intelligence that emerges from the collaboration,

collective efforts, and competition of many individuals and appears in consensus

decision making.

Huge online projects like Wikipedia, Quora, StackExchange etc. are all examples

of practical application of Collective Intelligence of Crowd.

Many experts have explored the potential of this phenomenon in their literary

works.
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CrowdIF's SentimentScoreTM harnesses the power of this

very phenomenon and applies it to turbocharge its crypto
trading strategy.

Collective Intelligence of the Crowd

One Good example is the book "The Wisdom of Crowds: Why the

Many Are Smarter Than the Few and How Collective Wisdom

Shapes Business, Economies, Societies and Nations", published in

2004, written by James Surowiecki about the aggregation of

information in groups, resulting in decisions that, he argues, are

better than could have been made by any single member of the

group.
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The CrowdIF Process
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The CrowdIF Process



Big Data Analytics and Data Science
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Data is the new oil

33

For decades, control over world's oil resources was a direct route to global

domination and supremacy.

This single factor has shaped most of the history of our planet for the last five

decades.

However, in the new information age, Data is the new Oil.

The companies/countries/entities who control the most amount of data can

exert an insanely disproportionate amount of influence over global affairs.

Nowhere has this fact been as clearly on display as in the recent Facebook

Cambridge Analytica data scandal
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Data is the new oil

It was impossible to imagine just a decade ago that a possession of

inconsequential sounding data about people and their friends could change the

outcome the outcome of the strongest democratic process in the world,

influencing not just American history but global history.

The question is: How did such a huge shift occur in such a short span of time?

How, and when did Data become the new Oil?

This transformation happened due to some recent advances in technology. These

advances have opened up a whole new frontier of possibilities and are

collectively called 'Data Science'.



Data Science
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Data Science is a specialized field of data analytics which seeks to provide meaningful

information and insights from large amounts of complex data.

Data Science, or data-driven science, combines different fields of work in statistics,

computation and technology in order to interpret data for the purpose of decision making.

It is an emerging field of technology with new cutting-edge innovation taking place on

everyday basis.

It's these recent advancements in technology that enable CrowdIF to gather huge amounts

of data from all over the internet and from our users and then perform advance analytics

on that data to finally distill our proprietary SentimentScoreTM
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Data Science Components at CrowdIF

There are three major components that work together to create the data

science magic at CrowdIF:

1. Data
The very first component that makes data science work, of course is - DATA,

huge amounts of data. The higher the quantity and quality of data, the better

insights it has to offer. CrowdIF collects huge amounts of high quality data by

crawling the entire expanse of the internet and scraping relevant data off of it.
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Data Science Components at CrowdIF

Besides, just the publicly available data feeds, CrowdIF uses multiple

proprietary data feeds and data collection methods to get access to some really

high quality distilled data that no one has access to.

These proprietary data collection methods are in stealth mode at the moment

to protect our Intellectual Property and more information will be available as

and when these are launched for the public.



Data Science Components at CrowdIF
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2. Algorithms
To draw useful insights from this trove of data is no mean task. This data needs

to be mined carefully to draw meaningful conclusions out of it.

Today, mining this data has become possible using some sophisticated

mathematical models combined with cutting edge software disciplines like Deep

Learning and Machine Learning.

CrowdIF has written its own proprietary algorithms to distill precious insights

from the troves of data collected in the process mentioned above. These

algorithms form the second important pillar of our Intellectual Property besided

our data collection methods, and these algorithms are precisely what finally give

us the SentimentScoreTM - our secret rocket fuel.



Data Science Components at CrowdIF
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3. Computing Power

Of course, techniques like Deep Learning and Machine Learning are super-cool.

But they also need super big computing resources to run. Massive computing

power is the third component that makes the whole machinery work.

CrowdIF has access to massive computing resources, all in the cloud, offering

fully elastic, on-demand computing power on tap. This ensures that we never run

out of computing power, however complex the process of data crunching gets.
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CIF platform technology
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Data Science Process
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A broad overview of our DS process looks as follows



Data Science Technology Landscape
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There are many different products that work together to make a successful Data Science machine
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Data Science Technology Stack

A typical Data Science tech stack looks like this:



CIF coin
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CIF Coin - The purpose
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Besides the trading engine, CrowdIF is also launching a blockchain based crypto

coin - The CIF Coin.

The CIF Coin has the following purposes:

• To function as a medium of value exchange for all transactions happening on

the CrowdIF platform.

• To act as an index of users' portfolio on CrowdIF platform.

• To reward the users who help CrowdIF in its data aggregation efforts.

• Ultimately, CIF Coin envisages to become the de-facto crypto instrument used

for crypto trading all over the world.

• This gives CIF Coin a tremendous appreciation potential.



CIF coin Technology
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In most simple terms, Blockchain is a distributed database, where storage

devices are not connected to a common server. This database stores an ever-

growing list of ordered records, called blocks. In other words, blockchain is a

giant list with encrypted information, which is duplicated on many computers.

What makes blockchain so special is the inherent data security and reliability

built-into the very architechture of the technology.

48

The Blockchain Technology



The distributed/decentralized nature of the blockchain makes it extremely

resilient against any and all kinds of attacks to take the data down, making it

exceptionally reliable. Similarly, the use of cryptography combined with this

very distributed nature also makes the blockchain very immune to hacking or

data tampering attempts.

The very fact that the Bitcoin blockchain, despite being the prime target of

hackers around the world has stood the test of time gives it undoubted

credibility.
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The Blockchain Technology



Cryptocurrency is a great proof-of-concept for the blockchain technology but

the new, innovative applications that can possibly be built on top of blockchain

extend far beyond it.

Due to the limitless potential for building the next generation applications on

top of blockchain technology, it is being hailed as the New Internet or Web 3.0.

Blockchain - The New Internet
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As mentioned above, CIF Coin will be the medium of all value exchange on the

CrowdIF platform.

The blockchain technology has been selected to form the basis of CIF coin

Having blockchain form the basis of all value exchange on our platform appears

expensive, prima-facie. But it's a cost CrowdIF is happy to pay because it allows

us to take advantage of some great, exclusive features that only blockchain

technology has to offer like impenetrable security and instantaneous speeds.

Blockchain - The foundation of CIF Coin
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The power of ERC20
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CIF Coin is fully ERC20 compliant and this gives the CIF Coin the following

superpowers:

• Instantaneous transaction speeds

• The trust and reliability of the underlying ethereum blockchain

• Compatibility with a wide swathe of software and hardware wallets

• Uniformity of the network, eliminates tokenization risk

• Enhanced coin liquidity

• Widespread DApp compatibility
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CIFcoin technical details

• MyEtherWallet

• Metamask

• Mist

• Parity

• Trust

• Cipher

• Ledger Nano S (with MEW)

• Trezor (with MEW)

• Exodus

• Coinbase (Coming soon)

The list above continues to be updated as more and more wallets come to 

support CIF Coin.

Wallet Compatibility

This is a non-exhaustive list of all the wallets that are compatible with CIF Coin:
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CIFcoin technical details

Block Explorers

The CIF Coin is compatible with the following block explorers. The

details of every single CIF transaction ever made will be publicly

available at the following block explorers:

• EtherScan.io

• Ethplorer.io

• EtherChain.org
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The power of ERC20

Other Ethereum statistics (at the time of publishing)

Difficulty: 3,135 T

Average Block Time: 15.5 s

Hashrate: 261 TH/s

TPS: 9.3

Blocks mined/day: 5628

Avg. Block Size: 25669 bytes



Tokenomics and ICO 
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The total supply of CIF Coin is capped at

41.5 million CIF

These coins will be minted at a slow predefined emission rate designed to strike

a fine balance between liquidity and velocity in the market

The time period for coin emission is the next ten years.

Total Coins available for ICO = 16.6 million (40% of the total supply)

Coin supply
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Token Distribution
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40%

15%6%

4%

35%

For sale during ICO period

Company reserve

Bounty Programs

ESOPs

Phased slow emission over 
the next 10 years



CIF ICO Rounds
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Round 1

• June 25, 2018

• Coins for sale: 
1.6 million

• Coin price: 
$0.80-$1.25

Round 2

• June 30, 2018

• Coins for sale: 
5 million

• Coin price: 
$1.26-$1.50

Round 3

• July 05, 2018

• Coins for sale: 
10 million

• Coin price: 
$1.51-$2.00

Soft Cap: $ 4,500,000 | Hard Cap: $ 26,015,000



Fund Allocation
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34%

28%

14%

12%

9%

2% 1% Core SentimentScore Algorithm 
Development

Advertising and Marketing

Data Aggregation Technology 
Development

Technology Infrastructure 
(Clusters, Servers etc.)

Operational Expenses

Other Payroll

Legal
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Bounty Program

Signature 
campaign

23%

Articles 
campaign

14%

Twitter 
campaign

11.5%

Translations 
campaign

3.5%

Telegram 
campaign

11%

Reddit
campaign

1.5%

Medium 
campaign

4%

Facebook 
campaign

14%

Youtube
campaign

9%

Other/Custom 
campaigns

10%



Roadmap
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Roadmap
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Roadmap
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Roadmap
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Major Milestones
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Our vision at CrowdIF is not limited to building an intelligent, next-gen crypto

trading platform only. Keeping the bigger vision in mind, we'll be achieving the

following major milestones, as mentioned in the roadmap above:

July 2018: Sentiment ScoreTM Platform v1.0 launch

In June this year, we'll be launching the version 1.0 of our SentimentScoreTM

platform. This launch will be much more than just an MVP. The platform will be

open to general public to participate and the platform will be robust enough to

start trading on day one, as the MVP and testing stages are already behind us.
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Major Milestones

December 2018: CIF API Launch

This is when we begin opening our technology platform for third party app

developers to begin using our data feeds to take advantage of our proprietary

data SentimentScoreTM feeds to enhance their own apps, against a CIF fee.

February 2019: Public Release of our proprietary Sentiment Analysis Platform-as-a-Service

This will be a major breakthrough. Just like Google has open sourced the

complete android platform and allows developers to build their own apps on top

of the Android platform. Similarly, in January 2019, CrowdIF will open its platform

for third party developers to begin developing full-fledged apps that take full

advantage of CIF capabilities and run dedicatedly on CIF platform only.
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Major Milestones

June 2019: CIF OS launch

For dedicated integrated trading hardware devices

The biggest step for CrowdIF will arrive in May 2019. When a full fledged CIF

Operating System will be launched and integrated with dedicated hardware to

transform crypto trading as we know it forever. Imagine tightly integrated

hardware-software intelligent trading bots who combine the power of human

sentiment and machine power to create an absolutely new paradigm of crypto

trading.



team
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Anton Berislav - CEO

A pioneer in the world of blockchain technologies, having participated in

blockchain activities from the early days, Anton is pleased to bring to

your Crowd IF, a sensational, innovative project that has the ability to

predict the world of cryptocurrency like has never been done before.

He is passionate both about technology and human psychology and

CrowdIF is a perfect amalgamation of both of these.

Nicole Harrison   - COO

Having a vast experience in international sales and marketing

management, Nicole has previous credentials of excelling in her previous

career having worked with multiple blue chip companies. Nicole has

succeeded in facilitating a team to create a thriving work atmosphere

within Crowd IF to ensure a 100% success rate.
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Anthony Lee Robinson   - Marketing Lead

A growth strategist and media mogul with 11 years of experience across 3

continents growing and scaling start-ups and brands. Anthony, otherwise

known as „Ant‟ is well versed in investment and mainstream media. Ant‟s

clients have been featured in Fast Company, INC, Wired, Forbes, Origin

Magazine, ABC news, The Huffington Post, The New York Daily News as

well as developed brand partnerships with the likes of silicon valley‟s tech

giants.

Harisz Klithchozs - Blockchain Specialist

Harisz is a technologist to the very core and has dedicated a large part of

his career to Blockchain tech. He has been involved with the blockchain

ecosystem since the inception of the technology and has been a major

contributor to the early Bitcoin core code. His passion for technology

knows no bounds and that‟s what has gifted him with a vast cross-

functional expertise ranging from writing Ethereum Solidity Dapps to

deploying large scale Blockchain implementations.
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Dr. Kieran Scholes - Chief Data Scientist

Dr. Kieran got his Ph.D in Applied Statistics at the University of

Pennsylvania has been wrangling data even before the term data science

was coined. In his role as the data strategist for multiple data analytics

companies, Kieran has seen up and close the evolution of data analytics

from spreadsheets to Hadoop clusters. In his role as the Chief Data

Scientist at CrowdIF, Kieran works on the cutting-edge mathematical

models which form the backbone of our SentimentScore system.

Rudy Toshkov - Big Data Engineer

Kieran and Rudy make a formidable team. While Kieran leads our data

science efforts, when it comes to implementing the fancy mathematical

models at scale, there‟s no one better to do the job than Rudy and his

team. Rudy has been getting his hands dirty with the nuts, bolts and

plumbing of Big Data ecosystem since early days of Hadoop. Over here at

CrowdIF, Rudy makes sure that our algorithms run at their finest with

most efficient computing usage.
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Jian Wang   - Web and Mobile App Architecht

Chin builds the bridge between the user and the Data Science magic

happening behind the scenes. With over two decades of experience in

building robust web and mobile experiences for users, Chin has seen web

evolve from Web 1 to Web 2.0 to now transitioning towards Web 3.0 and

mobile evolve from the early days of mobile apps in 2007 till today. At

CrowdIF, Chin is focused on building a seamless experience for all our

users.

Miranda Chen - Social Media and Community Manager

Miranda has extensive experience in building and managing thriving

communities. She is a people‟s person and genuinely enjoys building

communities. Helping people and solving their queries comes naturally to

her. Before CrowdIF, she has lead huge communities in multiple tech

startups. Miranda‟s people skills combined with her tech prowess make

her an ideal person to lead CrowdIF outreach campaigns.
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Dr. Alissa Ornet - Advisor, Crowd Science

Alissa is a key advisor to the company as Crowd Intelligence is a

fascinating subject to her. She got her Ph.D. in Crowd Psychology from

the University of Southern California and advises CrowdIF on how to best

harness the power of the crowd to build an Intelligent Future.

Mariya Aprilova - Legal Advisor

Mariya has worked extensively at the intersection of law, finance and

technology in Silicon Valley which makes her the best fit for being a legal

advisor to CrowdIF. Her expertise has helped multiple cryptocurrency

startups and tech companies navigate the complex legal landscape with

ease and finesse.

Advisory Board
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Rumen Toshkov - Security Advisor

Rumen advises CrowdIF on all matters pertaining to information security.

He has extensive experience designing and deploying security

infrastructures for multiple financial, banking, insurance and blockchain

clients. All these years of experience and combined expertise has been

distilled into building CrowdIF‟s security infrastructure to ensure the

highest levels of data and financial security for the company and its

clients.

Hsin Zheng - Financial Analyst and Advisor

Edward comes with over four decades of experience in global financial

markets. He‟s one of the few wall street veterans who has kept pace with

the changing technology and made a seamless transition from the stock

markets to the crypto world. Edward advises multiple family offices and

hedge funds and has a keen eye for market indicators which everyone

else misses. He brings his decades of expertise to solidify CrowdIF‟s trade

strategy and give it the edge it deserves.

Advisory Board
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Cryptocurrency: A cryptocurrency (or crypto currency) is a digital asset designed

to work as a medium of exchange that uses cryptography to secure its

transactions, to control the creation of additional units, and to verify the

transfer of assets.

Bitcoin: Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency and worldwide payment system. It is the first

decentralized digital currency, as the system works without a central bank or

single administrator. The network is peer-to-peer and transactions take place

between users directly, without an intermediary.

FX Platforms: A type of trading software used to help currency traders

with forex trading analysis and trade execution. Currency

trading platforms provide charts and order-taking methods. As with

trading platforms used for trading other securities like stocks or futures, most

can differ greatly and can vary in cost.
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Stake Ownership: The percentage of a business owned by the holder of some

number of shares of stock in that company. ... Acquisition of a sufficiently large

equity stake in a company can also enable a company or individual to initiate a

merger, buyout, or other transfer of ownership.

Coin Ownership: Acquisition of a some number of shares in a cryptocurrency

platform.

Investor Sentiment: Investor sentiment is the overall attitude of an

investor toward a particular security or financial market. Investor sentiment is

the feeling or tone of a market, or its crowd psychology, as revealed through the

activity and price movement of the securities traded in that market.

Block Chain :- A digital ledger in which transactions made in bitcoin or another

cryptocurrency are recorded chronologically and publicly.
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Market Sentiment: Market sentiment is the overall attitude of investors toward

a particular security or financial market. Market sentiment is the feeling or tone

of a market, or its crowd psychology, as revealed through the activity and price

movement of the securities traded in that market.

Sentiment Analysis: The process of computationally identifying and categorizing

opinions expressed in a piece of text, especially in order to determine whether

the writer's attitude towards a particular topic, product, etc. is

positive, negative, or neutral.

Big Data Analytics: Big data analytics is the process of examining large and

varied data sets -- i.e., big data -- to uncover hidden patterns, unknown

correlations, market trends, customer preferences and other useful information

that can help organizations make more-informed business decisions.
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Data Science: Data science is an interdisciplinary field of scientific

methods, processes, algorithms and systems to extract knowledge or insights

from data in various forms, either structured or unstructured, similar to data

mining.

Artificial Intelligence: The theory and development of computer systems able to

perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence, such as visual

perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between

languages.

Turbo Charge: Make more Powerful, Fast or Exciting.

Machine Learning :- Machine learning is a field of computer science that uses

statistical techniques to give computer systems the ability to "learn with

data, without being explicitly programmed. The name machine learning was

coined in 1959 by Arthur Samuel.
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Decentralized: Decentralization is the process by which the activities of an

organization, particularly those regarding planning and decision-making, are

distributed or delegated away from a central, authoritative location or group.

Proof of Work: A proof-of-work (PoW) system (or protocol, or function) is an

economic measure to deter denial of service attacks and other service abuses

such as spam on a network by requiring some work from the service

requester, usually meaning processing time by a computer.

ERC20: ERC20 is a technical standard used for smart contracts on the Ethereum

blockchain for implementing coins. ERC stands for Ethereum Request for

Comment, and 20 is the number that was assigned to this request.
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Disclaimer

The website and white paper prepared by CrowdIF is for elaboration, description and for informational purposes only, and

is not an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell any securities or to invest in any financial instruments. The registration on

the CrowdIF platform permits access to the services provided by the platform as detailed herein. Registration is not

intended to afford the holder any rights in, or claims to, any of the assets of CrowdIF or to in any way share in any profits

that the platform may achieve. Interested parties acknowledge agreeing to the Consent to Use Electronic Records, Privacy

Policy and Terms and Conditions. The white paper or content on this website is subject to change at any time without

notification. The white paper and website describes the current plan and vision for the CrowdIF platform. While we

intend to attempt to realize this vision, please recognize that it is dependent on quite a number of factors and subject to

quite a number of risks. We do not guarantee, represent or warrant any of the statements in the white paper or

website, because they are based on our current beliefs, expectations and assumptions, about which there can be no

assurance due to various anticipated and unanticipated events that may occur. Please know that we plan to work hard in

seeking to achieve the vision laid out in the white paper and website, but that you cannot rely on any of it coming true.

Blockchain, cryptocurrencies and other aspects of our technology and these markets are in their infancy and will be

subject to many challenges, competition and a changing environment. We will try to update our community as things grow

and change, but CrowdIF undertake no obligation to do so. Interested parties acknowledge that the CrowdIF platform, as

described herein, may never in fact operate as intended. Parties also acknowledge that all services and scope of work

proposed in this white paper is subject to any licensing required.
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Disclaimer

The information and graphical content contained in the white paper and website should not be construed as a guarantee

and is subject to change at any time without prior notification. The information contained herein is intended for

familiarization, and should not be utilized or reproduced in any form in full or part. The white paper has been prepared to

the best of our knowledge and research, however it should not be relied upon for any future actions including but not

limited to financial or investment related decisions. The company, founders, advisors or affiliates shall not be liable for

any losses that arise in any way due to the use of this document or the contents contained herein. The content, both

written and graphic may be historical or forward looking and therefore should not be relied upon. The content is based on

assumptions and therefore uses words such as „expects‟, „intends‟, „will‟, „can‟, „should‟ or similar expressions. The

assumptions drawn in this document are based on past trends and data from third parties and other sources, which were

believed to be reasonable at the time they were made. However, they still involve unknown risks and uncertainties, as it

is impossible to predict anything outside of our immediate control including economic factors. Individuals and investors

are requested to carefully consider the risks, costs and benefits of acquiring the token through this crowd sale as opposed

to through a third-party exchange, once operational.
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If opportunity doesn’t knock,

Build a door



THANK YOU


